Guest Column

Implementation of IVFRT MMP in Odisha
This is an exclusive interview
with Shri Lalit Das, IPS &
Special Secretary, Home
Department, Govt. of Odisha
on various paradigms along
with challenges faced
during implementation
of Immigration Visa and
Foreigner’s Registration
(IVFRT) Mission Mode Project
in Odisha.
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NIC: Sir, IVFRT Project is a Mission
Mode Project, what is the State
Government’s initiative/outlook
about the project?
Spl. Secy: We perceive this project
as a much needed and awaited
one. The use of ICT is inevitable
in many functionaries of the State
Administration. Home Department
being the nodal one, has to oversee
law and order, police administration
including security matters. It is
imperative that this project is
implemented across the state of
Odisha.
NIC: Can you please elaborate
the importance of the project to
the State Administration and its
functionaries?
Spl. Secy: As you are aware that
large number of foreigners visits the
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state as tourists, students, scholars
etc. and as per the Rule 1992 of the
Registration of Foreigners Act 1939,
registration of foreigners arriving for
various purposes is mandatory along
with their tracking and ensuring
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NIC: How the project is beneficial to
the State Govt. and in particular to
the Police Administration?
Spl. Secy: I would say immensely,
as you are aware foreigner’s data
captured during visa issuance at the
mission is seamless and shared across
the FROs in districts which in turn is
updated as the foreigners move across
the country. The data further gets
updated online by hoteliers/institutes.
They see it as a very convenient way
of registration and intimation to FROs
which is mandatory for them.

Inauguration of C-FRO at Puri by Special Secretary, Home in presence of FRO, Puri, and Dr. B.
N. Shetty, DDG & NIC team

their identity. This is done at various
missions, ICPs and FROs (Foreigners
Registration Offices) using document
scanners & biometrics, updation of
foreigner’s details at entry and exit
points. Sharing of such information
with FROs and FRROs is extremely
useful over the legacy manual system
and helps in tackling security issues
along with providing seamless and
hassle free services to our foreign
guests.
NIC: Who are the major stakeholders
of the project in Odisha?
Spl. Secy: The project was initiated
under National e-Governance Plan
(NeGP) with technical assistance from
National Informatics Centre, Ministry
of Home Affairs, Govt. of India and
BoI (Bureau of Immigration) as the
key stakeholders. Other project
functionaries are the immigration
check points and State SP Offices
which act as FROs. At present we
have one immigration check point
operating at Paradip and we hope
few more to be operational soon after

the International Airport becomes
functional. State Intelligence, Home
Department closely monitors the
project along with NIC and all
SPs/FROs have been instructed to
complete the project on priority basis.
NIC: Having recognised as an
important project, what steps the
Govt. of Odisha is aiming at for its
implementation along with possible
action plans?
Spl. Secy: The project was initiated
in Odisha in the year 2013 with
Bhubaneswar FRO chosen as the pilot.
Being the capital city, - Bhubaneswar
receives nearly 2000 cases and is a
well equipped office with necessary
ICT infrastructure with net facility to
be selected on priority for launching
the project. After running the project
for a couple of months, it was planned
to replicate it across the state with
suitable capacity building at SP offices.
Measures like hand holding, district
level trainings, workshops, awareness
raising among hoteliers and institutes
etc. were taken up simultaneously.

The web enabled application with
DSC/VPN based security is available
24*7 to users. Online Form-C
module keeps track of foreigners
while students details are recorded
in the Form-S module. C-FRO
module while providing services to
foreigners also keep track of Pakistani
nationals besides performing risk
assessment which is impressive.
Apart from these, it maintains a
vigil eye on illegal immigrants and
is a source of information for faster
security arrangements in terms of key
information accessibility.
NIC: You are involved in this project
since its inception, what initial
challenges were faced and what are
the future plans?
Spl. Secy: We have been targeting
to accomplish the implementation of
this project across the state at all 33
FROs by April, 2015 in accordance
to date set by MHA, Govt. of India.
Currently, we have completed the
district level training and workshops
at all district locations and all these
locations are operational. The internal
stakeholders like Home Department,
State Intelligence, Immigration, SP
Offices are working with absolute coordination although there are certain
issues like frequent transfer of officials
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dealing with the technicality of IVFRT
system and certainly we have to fight
with issues like low count of computer
literacy among police staffs. The state
level workshop conducted last year
at Bhubaneshwar was extremely
beneficial and its importance has
percolated to the lowest levels.
With accelerated speed, we are now
focusing on issues like issuance of
VPN token to authorised officers,
infrastructure, connectivity at far off
locations, training & support etc.
NIC: How do you plan for the
sustainability of the project along
with upcoming projects like National
Database for Arms License(NDAL)
and Immigration System at
International Airport?
Spl. Secy: State NIC has taken many
proactive steps in implementation
of the project and I find a perfect
balance in the process, technology
and programme implementation
plan that are required for the
implementation and sustainability
of the project. We are also aiming
for early implementation of the
NDAL (National Database on Arms
License) whose target date has
been set as Oct. 2015. The issuance
of Unique Identification Number
(UIN) would be substantially
helpful in curbing illegal arms sale.
State level workshop has already
been conducted. Also we have put
in place all H/W, S/W and other
infrastructure
requirements
at
the Biju Patnaik Airport - already
declared as an international airport.
With plethora of projects in pipeline
along with excellent co-ordination
among teams, we are sure that the
project will be running smoothly in
the state of Odisha.
NIC: How do you attribute to the
State Government and NIC team
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State Level Conference on IVFRT at NIC State Centre, Bhubaneswar chaired
by Shri S.K. Panda, SIO, DDG

working for the project? Yourself
being an engineer and a tech
savvy bureaucrat in Higher State
Administration, what are your
observations on this project and
message to the team?

Sabat, IVFRT State Co-ordinator has

Spl. Secy: As I have already said
that the scale of this project is
enormous, starting from districts to
the national level it goes to the Indian
Mission abroad. I congratulate NIC
for implementing this project in a
professional way. The team work has
been excellent with equal support at
the state level, which is essential for the
implementation of this project. There
is an increasing trend for maximum
use of ICT at FRO/SP offices under
the project. I sincerely thank Principal
Secretary to Govt. Home Department
for providing all support as and when
required along with DG Police, IG
Intelligence, Director Intelligence,
Director Airport and SPs at various
districts. I also sincerely thank Shri
S.K Panda, SIO NIC, Shri Dilip Jena,
TD NIC for their essential support for
success of the project. Smt. Sasmeeta

DDG, NIC New Delhi for assurance

been working incessantly with various
departments along with Shri Avinash
Mishra for all out success of the project.
I express my thanks to Dr. Shefali Das,
in extending all support to the state
of Odisha during our meeting at the
National Conference and my heartfelt
gratitude to Dr. B.N Shetty with whom
we have inaugurated the Puri FRO
and who is one of the founder of this
Mission Mode Project. I also extend
my gratitude to Dr. R.K Mishra for
his exceptional support and my best
wishes to all team members and stake
holders working at various levels for
the success of the project.
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